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Abstract
Objective: The objective of this system to reduce network traffic cost for a Map-Reduce job by designing a novel intermediate
data partition scheme. Methods/Analysis: The Map-Reduce model streamlines the large scale information handling on
commodities group by abusing parallel map and reduces assignments. Even though numerous endeavors have been made
to increase the execution of Map-Reduce works, they disregard the network activity produced in the mix stage, which
assumes a basic part in execution upgrade. Findings: Generally, a hash capacity is utilized to segment middle of the road
information among decrease assignments, which, nonetheless, is not movement effective in light of the fact that network
topology and its data size connected with every key are not thought seriously about. Reexamine to lessen system movement
cost for a Map-Reduce work by planning a novel moderate information segment plan. Applications/Improvement:
Decomposition based dynamic algorithm and hc algorithm is proposed to manage the huge scale optimization issue for
enormous information application is likewise intended to change information parcel and conglomeration in a dynamic way.
Finally, broad reproduction results show that the proposed recommendations can altogether decrease network movement
cost under offline cases.

Keywords: Big Bata, Data Aggregation, Dynamic Decomposition-based Distributed K- means Algorithm, hc Algorithm,
Traffic Minimization

1. Introduction
Big data is an evolving term that describes combinations
of large amount of structured, semi-structured and
unstructured data that has the potential to be extracted
for information1. The structured data are easily organized
whereas unstructured data are not organized in predefined manner. International Data Corporation (IDC)
defined big data as volume, variety, velocity, variability,
veracity and complexity. The features of big data include
high-performance and inexpensive processing power,
data integration and quality capabilities, unstructured text
management. Relational database management system is
difficult to work with big data. Hadoop is used to overcome this problem. Hadoop is a java based programming
model which living big data. Hadoop having map-reduce
*Author for correspondence

and hadoop distributed file system (storage). The Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) consists of two nodes,
data node and name node. The advantages of hadoop are
that it is cost effective, flexible, fast, scalability, autonomous. But to compute and analyze this huge data is not
an easy task. Many challenges arise while processing these
terabytes of data. The data produced by the map phase
are ordered, partitioned and transferred to the proper
machines executing the reduce phase is represented in
the Figure 1. The resulting network traffic pattern from
all map tasks to all reduce tasks can cause a great bulk
of network data flow enforce a difficult sate on the efficiency of data analytic applications. This work proposed
an efficient Traffic Aware separation and Aggregation to
minimize network sequence of operation cost for Big Data
applications using Map-Reduce. It proposes a three-layer
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diagram.

model for this trouble and devises it as a mixed-integer
nonlinear crisis, which is then transferred into a linear
appearance with the intention of can be solved by mathematical tools. To compact with the major formulation
due to big data, it intended a dynamic algorithm to solve
the problem on multiple machines. Expanded dynamic
decomposition-based distributed K- means algorithm to
grip over the Map- Reduce job in an efficient way when
a number of system parameter are not given. At last, our
Figure 2. Flow diagram of healthcare architecture.
extensive
simulation to evaluate our projected algorithm
under
offline cases. The experiment result shows that our
8
proposal can successfully decrease network traffic cost
under different complex settings.
That the Data processing is a censorious impact on data
synchronous performance large bodies of researches have
been promoted to address this challenge. The users have
to specify map function that processes a key/value pair to
give a set of in-between key/value pairs, and a reduce function that merges all intermediate values associated with
the same intermediate key is employed2. The run-time system takes care of the details of partitioning the input data,
scheduling and processing. This user function allows the
programmers to work without any experience in parallel
and distributed system and easily utilize the resources of a
large distributed system which is the merit of this system.
It is also said that this method is highly scalable and large
computation of data is easily parallelized.
Popularity in the map reduce clusters can be gathered
by collecting the information about the jobs that has
been submitted for execution. The history of the usage is
recorded in order to prioritize the maximum used skew
content. The metric used to capture the popularity of the
files is the number of concurrent access. The larger files are
2
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said to contribute the maximum accesses, so the reduction
in the contention leads to the greater improvement in the
performance of the cluster. To address the content of the
file, Scarlett introduced the replication of the content at
the smallest coarseness3. The reproduction is done based
on popularity that is predicted. The file replication factor is determined by two approaches namely the priority
approach and the round robin approach. After replication
the desired numbers of replicas of the blocks are placed in
as many as distinct racks and machines as possible with
uniformity of the load given.
The Skew Tune is an approach that is used in automatic
skew mitigation in user defined Map Reduce programs.
Skew Tuning system acts as a replacement for existing
Map reduce4. It minimizes the input from the user by
identifying the task that has greatest processing time. The
data that are unprocessed are repartitioned. This enables
the full utilization of the nodes in the cluster as well as the
preservation of the order of input such that the original
output is reconstructed. Skew Tuning also evaluates the
effectiveness of certain applications and makes it transparently compatible with the code that exists already.
Even the complex workflow context and the advanced
Map Reduce algorithm transparency is maintained. The
experimentation shows that this process of Skew Tune can
improve the Hadoop datasets to a four times larger one.
Big data is heavily increased on Map-Reduce for large
scale data processing5. There are many map reduce I/O
bound are raised in a very impressive manner which
take down the performance, so reducing the bounds is
the efficient task. In order to decrease the map reduce
I/O bounds, this paper implemented, Themis an efficient
I/O map reduce. Themis is a map reduce concept that
reads and writes data records to place exactly twice in
the disk, which is the minimum requirement for data sets
to fit in memory. This helps to reduce the I/O bounds of
Map-Reduce. Themis also performs various map reduce
tasks, which includes log analysis, DNA read sequence
alignment, and Page Rank.
In the concept explained that, Data intensive cluster
computing systems like Hadoop and Dryad become more
popular because there is a need to share cluster between
users. But there is some job among map reduce and data
locality6. To overcome this problem delay scheduling
algorithm is introduced. This algorithm is used in various
scheduling policies. When the job scheduled according
to fairness cannot launch any task. By using this delay
scheduling algorithm, the task will wait for small amount
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of time for other jobs to finish. 100% locality is achieved
by using this delay scheduling algorithm and also increase
the response time for small jobs.
In data-parallel computing frameworks, user has
some limitation in running short tasks. To improve the
performance of data parallel processing cluster computing has been used. If the cluster is mostly utilized then an
interactive job may need to wait for other jobs to complete7. To avoid this tiny task is implemented in cluster to
break large job into many smaller jobs. So time taken to
perform the task is limited. It will improve the scalability
in cluster framework.
In these, paper referred that, Map reduces is the
programming language to process vast amount of data in
large cluster. Map and reduce are the two functions with
simple interface to perform parallel implementation of
many tasks, but some operations like joins are not supported by this function. To this job a new framework
called map reduce merge is implemented8. The data which
are already partitioned and sorted is integrated expeditiously. Many join algorithm also enforced by using this
Map Reduce Merge.
In his paper has referred that Map reduce gives a
scheduling model for huge data processing. This map
reduce is admired by many functional style which helps
to write their code independently and it is divided automatically into many maps and also distributed over many
machines. Hadoop is the open source technology helps
in implementation of map reduce and schedules the map
task. This leads to avoid the network traffic and decrease
the performance. But hadoop agenda task without view
data neighborhood which down the performance. To
overcome this problem LARTS is used to improve the
performance efficiently. LARTS is described as a locality aware reduces task scheduler. It helps in analyzing all
data location, sizes and combines all the required data
for computation parallel and increase the performance9.
So LARTS improves node-local, rack- local and off-rack
traffic and increase the performance efficiently.
Map reduce has become every popular nowadays.
In map reduce, while shuffling, data skew problems are
experienced. Though hash partitioning is used default in
hadoop, it works well and good only if all the keys are
equally present and they are uniformly stored in the data
nodes. This blind partitioning leads to network congestion,
performance degradation and inequity in the reducers
input. So LEEN method gives a better way by tracking the
intermediate key frequency and their distribution. The
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keys are sorted out in based on their locality and fairness
value. The nodes are sorted out in descending order for
each key value based on the frequency that each key has10.
This partitioning is done by fairness score value. The
solution overcomes the partitioning by implementing the
locality concept in reducer and achieved a 40% increase
in the performance while applying.
Many people focus on shuffling the data, but recently
the network traffic is emerging in hadoop. Map reduce is
used to avoid failures during partitioning. Many researchers have done a inquiry and establish that around 23%
is used as non-local map tasks. To overcome this problem they proposed the algorithm called maestro. Maestro
reduces maps up to 34%. Maestro schedules task in two
waves, first wave states that when the task is started, it is
used to fill each node and to avoid issues like empty node.
It fills according to higher capacity. The second is runtime
scheduling which helps in mapping the task to the replicas. These two waves results in high performance. So the
Maestro design is used to improve the efficiency and to
map non local map task11.
The Map reduce is a framework provided by hadoop to
manage large distributed data. A modified map reduce is
used to deflect the fault tolerance and decrease the output
of map task12. In this pipeline concept is introduced to interconnect machines, this leads to reduce completion time and
extends the program utilization for all jobs. HOP (Hadoop
Online Prototype) is an extended version of hadoop map
reduces which supports online collection and continuous
queries. HOP provides a log of all jobs to the user. HOP
allows writing programs and supporting processes such as
event monitoring and stream process, this leads to retain
fault tolerance and run unmodified programs.

2. Materials and Methods
A decomposition based dynamic and hc algorithm for
job distribution is proposed to manage the huge scale
optimization issue for enormous information processing application in a dynamic way. Expanded dynamic
decomposition-based distributed k-means algorithm to
grip over the map-reduce job in an efficient way when a
number of system parameter are not given.

2.1 DDD k-means Algorithm Aggregation
Dynamic decomposition-based distributed k-means
algorithm for big data applications by decomposing the
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original large-scale problem into several sub problems
that can be solved in parallel It is a sub-type of parallel
algorithm, typically executed at the same time, with divide
parts of the algorithm being run simultaneously on individual processors, and having small information about
what the other parts of the algorithm are doing. One of
the better challenges13 in developing and implementing
distributed algorithms is successfully organize the conduct of the individual parts of the algorithm in the face of
processor loser and irresponsible communications links.

2.2 Healthcare Monitoring Algorithm
Heartbeat is a signal point that it is active. A data node
sends heartbeat to Name node and task tracker will direct
its heart beat14 to job tracker. If the Name node does not
receive heart beat then they will determine that place is
some job in data node is unable to perform the assigned
task is represented in the Figure 2. HM is the process of
notice damage in structures. The goal of HM is to improve
the safety and reliability of infrastructure by find damage
before it reaches a censorious state. To reach this goal, technology is being developed to replace soft visual inspection
and time based sustainment procedures with more quantifiable and control damage appraisal processes. These
processes are implemented with the intent of achieving
more cost effective condition based sustainment.

2.3 Traffic Minimization
It formulates the network traffic minimization problem.
To facilitate our analysis and construct an auxiliary graph
with a three-layer structure. The given placement of
mapper’s and reducers applies in the map layer and the
reduce layer, respectively. In the aggregation layer, it creates a potential aggregator at each machine, which can
aggregate data from all mapper’s. Since a single potential
aggregator is sufficient at each machine, it also use N to
denote all potential aggregators. In addition, it creates a

shadow node for each mapper’s on its residential machine.
In contrast with potential aggregators, each shadow node
can receive data only from its corresponding mapper’s in
the same machine. It mimics the process that the generated intermediate results will be delivered to reduce
directly without going through any aggregator.

2.4 Data Aggregation
Our visual displays are designed so that neighboring
data values are represent to spatially adjacent engraved
elements. When there are overly many factor to suitable
within a given space, the elements are collective with their
closest having the nature of space neighbor. By limiting
collection to spatially distal objects, it will be much casual
to infer the contents of a whole amount and subsequently
interpret it. When the level of network aggregation
change, its visual representation must be naturally
change. Such changes can sometimes make it difficult to
maintain visual setting from one level of assemblage to
the next. This interactive display is crafted so that context
is naturally saved across multiple levels. This is carrying
through by encoding the data with a graphical holding
that remains constant across conglomeration levels.

2.5 Modules
2.5.1 Partitioning the Data
The data partition is mainly depends upon number of Map
task we are going to include in LBA data cluster. If there are
too many map tasks, multiple tasks will contend for the same
slot and there will be wasting times for slot re-allocation and
task format is represented in the Figure 3. Divider-List is an
array list that’s each array contain the blocks of the same partition, and there are Split-Mem-Num arrays in this list. Then
we choose the proper replica for every block which we will
describe the detailed steps of this in next subsection. Then
we cluster the replicas into partitions based on its locality.

Figure 1. Architecture diagram.

Figure
2. Flow diagram of healthcare architecture.
Figure 2. Flow diagram of healthcare architecture.
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Figure 3. Partitioning the data.

Figure 3. Partitioning the data.
4. Conclusion and Future Work
This work proposed an efficient Traffic Aware separation and Aggregation to minimize network
traffic cost for Big Data applications using Map-Reduce. It proposes a three-layer model for this
trouble and devise it as a mixed-integer nonlinear crisis, which is then transferred into a linear
appearance with the intention of can be solved by mathematical tools. To compact with the major
Indian
Journal
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formulation due to big data, it intended a dynamic
algorithm
to solveof
the Science
problem on multiple
machines. Expanded dynamic decomposition-based distributed K- means algorithm to grip over the
Map-Reduce job in an efficient way when a number of system parameter are not given. At last, our
extensive simulation to evaluate our projected algorithm under offline cases. The experiment result
shows that our proposal can successfully decrease network traffic cost under different complex
settings. I learned java 2 standard edition and Hadoop which are very use full to develop this
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We do this by checking the location of a replica whether
existed in the Split-List, if it is then add it to the location partition, if not then insert a new list into Split-List of this new
location. If there are too many map tasks, multiple tasks will
contend for the same slot and there will be wasting times for
slot re-allocation and task format. Split-List is an array list
that’s each array contain the blocks of the same partition,
and there are Split-Mem-Num arrays in this list.

2.5.2 Log Maintenance
Server can make various other log files to help you see
what action is taking place. However, you must dispose of
these files in a regular manner to control that the logs do
not take up too much disk space.
A maintenance log is a document that records who did
what, when, and why. Maintenance logs are highly useful
for troubleshooting repeat or confuse jobs, as they supply
a record of all work execute on the system and may clear
up hard-to-spot interactions between apparently uncorrelated symptoms.

3. Results and Discussion
Here we compare some other design alternatives with
Hadoop.
Comparison between HDFS CLUSTER and MAP
REDUCE:
HDFS CLUSTER: Combination of namenode and
datanode. It is the name given to whole configuration of
Master and Slave where the data is stored.
MAPREDUCE: It is the programming model. Which
is used to retrieve the analyzing the data.
The implementation is the working of the system. It
should include both a definition and a specification of
requirements. It is a set of what the system should do
rather than how it should do it. The software requirements
provide a basis for creating the software requirements
specification. It is useful in estimating cost, planning team
activities, performing tasks and tracking the team’s and
tracking the team’s progress throughout the development
activity. For the proper working of the project the following configuration should be maintained. The operating
system should be of Windows 95, till 8. The application
Server is Tomcat 5.0/6.X. Since the Front used is Hadoop,
the configuration should be strictly followed. The scripting language used must be java scripting. Java Database
connectivity is the Database connectivity used in hadoop.
Only if the following configuration is satisfied, then the
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partitioning works better. Now, we presume that you are
aware of R, what it is, how to install it, what its key features are, and why you may want to use it. Now we need to
know the limitations of R (this is a better introduction to
Hadoop). Before processing the data; R needs to load the
data into Random Access Memory (RAM). So, the data
needs to be smaller than the available machine memory.
For data that is larger than the machine memory, we consider it as Big Data (only in our case as there are many
other definitions of Big Data)15.
To avoid this Big Data issue, we need to scale the
hardware configuration; however, this is a temporary solution. To get this solved, we need to get a Hadoop cluster that
is able to store it and perform parallel computation across
a large computer cluster. Hadoop is the most popular solution. Hadoop is an open source Java framework, which is
the top level project handled by the Apache software foundation. Hadoop is inspired by the Google file system and
Map Reduce, mainly designed for operating on Big Data
by distributed processing. Hadoop mainly supports Linux
operating systems. To run this on Windows, we need to
use VMware to host Ubuntu within the Windows OS.
The users/clients are register to login page. Client is an
application which is used to interact both the namenode
and datanode, it means interact job tracker and task tracker.
Whatever the user information is visible on the console of
eclipse J2EE.Server configuration of UbutunLinux, we set
the server ip address is 127.0.0.1 for creating the servers
i.e. (server 1, server 2, server 3, server 4, server 5), hat
servers are saved in the root directory Locations as HDFS
mount folder in the system. The client wants to browse
and upload the txt file. In console application it shows the
Health care monitoring starts under that files are stored
in the path mnt/hdfs/servers1/filename1.txt to mnt/hdfs/
servers4/filename5.txt.the uploaded files are stored into
the root directory as mount/hdfs. Mongo DB is document oriented database and is created by open source
product develop and supported by “LOGEN”. MongoDB
is an open-source document database that provides high
performance, high availability, and automatic scaling.
Mongodb is available under general public license and
commercial license. In ubuntulinux operating system open
the terminal and to connect the mongodb. While seeing
the uploaded files type query as db.UploadDetails.find ();
then it shows the uploaded list in backend database. Let us
consider that we blocked any one of the server in the File
menu list of server configuration, it means that blocked of
one server txt file information as the same data present in
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the another server/data node ( i.e.) fault tolerant it means
same text file data present in another files. Remaining
servers are open, using query as db.ServerConfig.find ();
After that we download the uploaded txt file information,
then the decryption process started shown in console bar
or log maintenance. For decrypting process we are using
AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) technique. All
the available files are display to download in File menu.
The retrieved file is stored in the folder has “workspace”
in the form user understandable format. Easy to process
the datasets in large scale parallel data processing.i.e.the
processing time and retrieving time is very less and fault
tolerant is increased. The illustrations of experiment
result shows that our proposal can successfully decrease
network traffic cost under different complex settings. The
client first asks for the data that is needed name node. The
metadata does the clock operation into the data node. The
data node maintains the blocks in the form of rack. The
replicas are also written in another data node where similar data blocks are maintained. Thus, if, the client requests
for any data, the above mentioned operations are performed and then data is fetched.

4. Conclusion and Future Work
This work proposed an efficient Traffic Aware separation
and Aggregation to minimize network traffic cost for Big
Data applications using Map-Reduce. It proposes a threelayer model for this trouble and devise it as a mixed-integer
nonlinear crisis, which is then transferred into a linear
appearance with the intention of can be solved by mathematical tools. To compact with the major formulation
due to big data, it intended a dynamic algorithm to solve
the problem on multiple machines. Expanded dynamic
decomposition-based distributed K- means algorithm to
grip over the Map-Reduce job in an efficient way when a
number of system parameter are not given. At last, our
extensive simulation to evaluate our projected algorithm
under offline cases. The experiment result shows that our
proposal can successfully decrease network traffic cost
under different complex settings. I learned java 2 standard
edition and Hadoop which are very use full to develop
this application.
The future scope of the works should be made on
complex data partitioning in the database where more
intelligent methods have to be employed. This includes
analyzing computation cost, skew record etc. So that
optimization of data partition is done in map reduce.
6
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